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PETER’S MESSAGE
As we move into a new year, we are hopeful that economic
conditions in Australia will improve. The Australian economy’s
transition from a resources-led economy will see other parts of
the economy such as housing, retail and manufacturing hopefully
pick up pace and have a more significant role to play in driving
the economy. During this transition, consumer demand for loans
is likely to remain soft and competition for loans will continue to
be intense.
In this sort of environment, banking institutions will face
continued margin pressures and will to a large extent need to
re-think their business strategies, to increase revenue and overall
efficiency. At SERVICE ONE, we are certainly mindful of this and
we continue to look for ways to improve our business and the
service levels we offer to Members.
Our Branch infrastructure is one of the key elements to achieving
efficiency – particularly as leases and other fixed costs associated
with running a Branch are significant. Late last year, we made
the decision to consolidate our ANU and Civic Branches into
a new Canberra City Branch and I would like to thank Members
for their patience during this relocation period and hope you find
the new space functional and welcoming. We have also made the
difficult decision to close The Canberra Hospital Branch, from 31
January 2014, given the reduction in transactions and increased
costs associated with continuing with this Branch. We are in
the process of communicating with Members who have used
this Branch in recent times and I am hopeful we will be able to
continue providing strong service levels to these Members via
our other Branches and our telephone support which we provide
seven days a week. On a positive note, we relocated our Batemans
Bay Branch to a new location on one of the main streets in town,
which has certainly improved our presence and generated some
good feedback from members of the community.
In March next year, privacy protection will be strengthened with
the introduction of new privacy legislation that will see the same
set of principles adopted for both the public and private sectors,
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more comprehensive credit reporting and improved privacy
protections with simpler language introduced. This will also
provide more power to the Australian Information Commissioner
to resolve complaints, use external dispute resolution services,
conduct investigations and promote compliance. We are working
through the various requirements to ensure we are ready for
these changes when they are implemented and welcome a more
robust system when it comes to maintaining high standards of
privacy control for our Members.
Recognising consumer preference for fixed rate loans over the
past 12 months in particular, independent research firm Canstar,
introduced a new award – the Best Value Fixed Rate Home Loan
Lender and SERVICE ONE was announced as the national winner
in the customer-owned category. Being a national award, this is
a great achievement for SERVICE ONE and confirms not only our
competitive rate position, but the feature rich fixed rate home
loan options we offer borrowers. We are proud of our position as
a leading lender in the market and encourage you to speak to us
about how we can help you with any of your lending needs.
Our 2014 Member survey is now open and I am calling on all
Members once again to take a few moments to complete what
is an important business planning tool as it provides valuable
insight into Member thoughts and perceptions, gives us a sense
of how well we are performing and allows us to look at changing
trends. The survey can be accessed by
visiting our website at somb.com.au
and hardcopies are also available at
any Branch.
Until next issue

Peter Carlin
Chief Executive

UNDERSTANDING
MEMBER NEEDS
Our annual Member survey has
for many years provided valuable
Member feedback to help with
our business planning process
– please take a few minutes to
complete the latest survey and
have your say today.
As a Member and shareholder, you are an
owner of the credit union and that’s why we
welcome your feedback, regardless of whether
it’s positive or negative.
While data from prior Member surveys has
revealed a significant proportion of Members
are satisfied with many areas of the business,
there’s always room to improve and we’re
committed to doing just that. One of the
critical tools we have to assist us and gather
valuable intelligence is our Member survey
and the latest survey is now available.
The Member survey aims to collect your views
on various aspects of our operations including
(but not limited to):
99 banking behaviour and channel usage
patterns
99 advocacy levels (how likely you are to
recommend SERVICE ONE to family and
friends)
99 how we compare against other financial
institutions with whom you may bank, and
99 how well we’re living up to our Member
Service Promises.

The 2013 Member survey will be available until the end of February 2014.

Be mindful that while the Member survey is only open for a limited time,
we welcome and encourage feedback throughout the year. This can be
done by completing an online form available from the ‘Feedback’ tab
on our website, by phoning our Telephone Response Centre or speaking
to us at your nearest Branch.

To complete the 2014 Member survey, visit somb.com.au and
follow the links. Alternatively, hardcopies of the survey are
available at any SERVICE ONE Branch or by phoning 1300 361 761.
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ACCESS
CARD SAFETY
While cards provide convenient access to our
money, there are risks, so we must always be
vigilant – here’s some important information
for all cardholders.
Cards have become such an important part of our lives and how
we obtain cash and the goods and services we need and want.
Whether it is withdrawing cash at an ATM, making a purchase
at a retailer, accessing funds overseas or using a card to make
a purchase online, we need to ensure we protect ourselves
from fraudulent activity. Here are some tips to make yourself
less vulnerable to card fraud:

Selecting a PIN (Personal Identification Number) and
PIN safety
99 Don’t choose a PIN that’s easily identifiable or retrievable
(for instance your date of birth or any part of your name).
99 Never write the PIN down.
99 Don’t use the same PIN on multiple cards.
99 Don’t tell anyone your PIN – including family and friends.
99 Don’t let anyone else use your card and/or PIN.
99 If you feel your PIN has been compromised, notify your
banking institution or card issuer immediately.

At an ATM or POS terminal
99 Authorise transactions with a PIN rather than a signature as
PIN-authorised transactions are safer.
99 Cover your hand when entering your PIN.
99 At retailers or restaurants, don’t let your card out of your
sight. If the payment machine is not within sight, accompany
the retailer or if the payment machine is portable, ask them
to bring it to you.
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When shopping online
99 Always look for a locked padlock icon in the toolbar
and/or ‘https’ in the website address when providing
card details online.
99 Always use web browser protection, install and run
security software with real-time live updates and update
your operating system to ensure you are protected from
vulnerabilities.
99 Do not click on links in emails from online retailers or online
greeting cards as they can be spam.

If travelling overseas
99 Avoid using public computers as malware could be installed to
record your personal details. If you do use one, don’t leave the
computer unattended, delete your browser history, don’t save
login details and log out when your session is over.
99 Contact your banking institution and advise of your travel
plans and timings so they can expect overseas transactions
on your access cards.

Overall tips
99 Make sure your banking institution has your current contact
details so they can contact you should they want to confirm
any transactions or notice any fraudulent activity on your
cards.
99 Examine your account statement carefully immediately upon
receiving it to ensure you can account for all transactions and
report any unauthorised use immediately.
99 If you lose your card or suspect any unauthorised use, contact
your banking institution immediately.

Be PINwise
Using a PIN for card purchases is safer than
using your signature. That’s why the industry
is moving to PIN-authorised transactions, as
the likelihood of someone correctly guessing
your PIN is much smaller than someone being
able to replicate your signature.
There are some transactions that will not
require a PIN such as contactless payments
under $100, however the payment terminal
that is reading your card will prompt for a
PIN if it is required. To avoid any issues at the
point of purchasing goods or services, you
should ensure you know your PIN on all your
access cards and if you don’t, speak to your
banking institution to have your PIN re-set or
cards re-issued.

Additional information on card safety
can be found in the ‘Fraud Awareness’
and ‘Security’ sections on our website
or in our Operation of Accounts and
Access Facilities booklet. For more
information on the PINwise initiative,
visit PINwise.com.au.
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MANAGING
LONGEVITY
RISK
Longevity risk refers to the risk
of outliving your savings and
anyone can fall victim as no one
knows how long they will live and
therefore, how long their money
needs to last.
For those who do not receive lifetime pensions,
longevity risk is a function of two unknowns:
1. how long that person will live, and
2. how investment markets will perform
over time.
Advances in medical treatments and drugs as
well as a reduction in some risk factors means life
expectancies for both males and females is on the
rise. So with these unknowns and the fact people
are living longer, how can you protect yourself
from longevity risk?
There are few products in the Australian market
that specifically manage longevity risk.
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Account-based pensions are the most popular type of income
stream product. Purchased with superannuation monies, an
account-based pension provides an income source during
retirement years. As account-based pensions are linked to the
market, your investment, and therefore the income payments
you receive, will be affected by market fluctuations. In good
times, most people are happy being exposed to the market but
over the past few years in particular, consumer confidence in
these products has diminished.
The risk borne by the investor is that the income drawn from an
account-based pension is not guaranteed to last their lifetime – it
depends on the initial capital invested and the return from the
underlying investments. Longevity risk can, however, be managed
to a certain degree by setting and adjusting the underlying
investments, asset allocation and the level of income drawn
each year from the pension.
A product that does protect against longevity risk is a lifetime
annuity or pension. Unlike account-based pensions, a lifetime
annuity is not exposed to market returns, so does not suffer
as a result of a downturn in the market, and it provides
a guaranteed income stream for life. Despite the certainty,
however, these are not as popular, as the rate of return is locked
in at the time of purchase. Not only that but access to funds is
restricted, so there is a corresponding loss of flexibility.
One concept prevalent overseas is that of deferred annuities
(a form of longevity insurance), which can be purchased on
retirement. In this case, you must have accumulated sufficient
funds from other sources (such as an account-based pension) to
support you until you reach your life expectancy age. Once you
reach your life expectancy age, the deferred annuity begins
paying income and continues to do so for the rest of your life.
These types of products generally work by pooling longevity
risk. Members of the pool, as a group, retain investment risk and
the aggregate longevity risk (i.e. the risk that, on average, all
members live longer or shorter than the assumed life expectancy).
This differs from an account-based pension, where a pension
assumes all of these risks, or a lifetime annuity, where the
provider assumes all of the risks.

Some Australian product providers are developing new
income-stream products based on this principle, which can be
used in conjunction with traditional income streams to provide
you with an income for as long as you live. However, the benefit
of using such products must be weighed against the fees and
charges levied.

Safety nets
Should you run out of income or suffer a reduction in the value
of your income or assets, there are a number of retirement safety
nets available to you. The most obvious is the aged pension,
which is essentially a means-tested Government-backed safety
net for retirees who are not able to fully provide for themselves
in retirement.
The second major safety net available to many Australians is the
equity in their home, which can be drawn on later in retirement
and can form an important part of a retirement income plan.
However, care should be taken that this safety net is not overused
because the equity could potentially be drawn down very quickly,
which could leave you in a difficult position.

To help you plan so you don’t run out of money in
retirement, ask us to arrange a complimentary and
obligation-free initial consultation with a Bridges
financial planner.
Adapted from the Bridges fact sheet ‘Managing longevity risk’
(sourced from bridges.com.au).
Bridges Financial Services Pty Ltd (Bridges). ABN 60 003 474 977. ASX
Participant. AFSL 240837. Part of the IOOF group. This is general advice
only and does not take into account your financial circumstances, needs and
objectives. Before making any decision based on the content in this article,
you should assess your own circumstances or seek advice from a financial
adviser and seek tax advice from a registered tax agent. Information is
current at the date of publication and may change. To the extent permitted
by law, SERVICE ONE, Bridges (including its employees, consultants, advisers
and officers) are not liable for any loss or damage arising as a result of any
reliance placed on the contents of this article. By referring Members to
Bridges, SERVICE ONE does not accept responsibility for any acts, omissions
or advice of Bridges and its authorised representatives.
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BUYING AN
INVESTMENT
PROPERTY
While the demand for investment property
finance has increased over recent times there
are some considerations before taking the
investment property plunge.
The long-term investment strategy of property isn’t for
everyone and that’s why you need to carefully weigh up the
pros and cons and take into consideration your own personal
circumstances.

The benefits
•

property can be less volatile than shares or other
investments

•

you can earn rental income and benefit from capital growth
(if your property increases in value over time)

•
•

if you take out a loan to purchase an investment property
the interest on the loan is tax deductible, and
you are investing in something you can see and touch.

The pitfalls
•
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rental income does not usually cover your mortgage
payments or other expenses so you may have to use your
regular income to cover these costs

•

a jump in interest rates will impact your return and
decrease your disposable income

•

there may be periods of time where you don’t have
a tenant and will have to cover all costs yourself

•

you can’t just sell off a bedroom if you need access to some
cash in a hurry

•

if your investment property is your major investment then
you may have little or no diversification

•

if the property market goes down then so does your
investment – some even get into the unfortunate situation
of owing more on their investment property than what it is
worth – what is known as negative equity, and

•

there are high entry and exit costs.
Diversifying your investment portfolio helps you spread
the overall risk (in that your returns are not completely
dependent upon for instance, a strong property market
if your major investment is a property). Investments such
as managed funds can allow you to invest in both shares
and properties across several markets which reduces market
risk factors.

Where and what to buy
99 Consider buying in a high-growth area where there is
potential for capital gains.
99 Look for properties that will appeal to tenants – properties
with a view, are close to shops, schools or transport for
instance.
99 Research recent sale prices to give you an idea of what
you can expect to pay for property in the same area.
99 Find out about the vacancy rates in the neighbourhood
– a high vacancy rate may indicate a less desirable area.
99 Find out about any planned developments or changes to
population that will impact long-term property value in
the area.
99 Try and find a property that will appeal to more than one
segment of the rental market (singles, couples, young families
or retirees).

99 Keep in mind that while units can be easier to
maintain than houses, you may need to pay body
corporate fees.

Working out your costs and capital return
You need to make sure your investment property makes
good financial sense and part of this is understanding
your upfront, ongoing and exit costs as well as your
return.
When you buy an investment property, in addition to the
property price, additional costs may include stamp duty,
conveyance fees, legal charges, search fees and pest and
building reports. As the owner, other costs may include
council rates, water rates, insurance, body corporate fees,
land tax, property management fees and other costs.
Don’t forget you’ll also have your interest repayments if
you borrowed to purchase the property and possibly tax
to be paid on your rental income. If you sell the property,
you may have agent and legal fees and may have to pay
capital gains tax.
To get a sense of what your investment return will be,
you should work out the difference between your income
and expenses with a cash flow analysis – an example is
offered below.
Income and expenses (monthly)

Amount

Rental income

$2,000

Management fees

-$100

Interest repayment

-$2,516

Shortfall

-$616

And if you end up with a shortfall, could you sustain this
over the long-term?

If you need help financing an investment property,
the majority of SERVICE ONE’s home loan
options are available for investment purposes.
For more information on investment property
considerations, visit moneysmart.gov.au.
Adapted from information sourced from moneysmart.gov.au. The associated table
and figures are for illustrative purposes only and no warranties are provided and no
representation is made that the information provided is appropriate for your particular
circumstances or indicates you should follow a particular course of action.
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IN THE
COMMUNITY

BATEMANS BAY
RELOCATION FESTIVITIES
Towards the end of last year, our Batemans Bay Branch
relocated from the Village Centre to Orient Street. As part
of the relocation festivities we held a community BBQ to
raise funds for the Batemans Bay Youth Foundation – an
organisation that provides financial assistance to local
youth to pursue personal development and advancement.
A total of $1,000 was raised for the Foundation –
a great result.
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A NEW PARTNERSHIP
SERVICE ONE has established a partnership with long-standing
charity Lifeline Canberra. Lifeline Canberra is part of a national
network offering telephone crisis support to the people of
Canberra and the surrounding region and is only available
because of a dedicated team of trained volunteer telephone crisis
supporters who fill shifts to ensure phone calls are answered 24/7.
This partnership provides much needed funding to Lifeline to
ensure these services are maintained and SERVICE ONE worked
closely with Lifeline to bring to life the Suburban Garage Sales
initiative to help raise further funds.
Chief Executive of SERVICE ONE, Peter Carlin, provides some
insight into the decision to support Lifeline.
“At SERVICE ONE, it’s incredibly important we align ourselves
with local community and like-minded organisations and
Lifeline’s values fit with ours nicely. Suicide is a growing concern
in our community and it is important anyone contemplating this
drastic course of action has an opportunity to chat to qualified
counsellors and we’re glad to be playing our small part in
sustaining this.”

PINK
RIBBON BREAKFAST
A breakfast was held during National Breast Cancer
Awareness month in October. Staff got together, decked
out the training room at Head Office in all things pink,
cooked up a breakfast feast and collected a cover charge
and donations from colleagues.
All proceeds went to the Cancer Council to help fight
cancer through prevention programs, support services and
world-class cancer research.
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SERVICE ONE
NEWS
BRANCH NETWORK CHANGES
Towards the end of last year, our Branches at the Australian
National University and Civic were consolidated into a new
Canberra City Branch located on Rimmer Street on the ground
floor of the Lena Karmel Lodge. Consistent with other recent
Branch refurbishments and relocations, the new Canberra City
Branch boasts a concierge area, Internet banking kiosk, discussion
booth and integrated audio/visual.

Thai Baht has recently been added to the different
currencies available on the Multi-Currency Cash
Passport. This brings the number of available
currencies on this pre-paid travel card to 10 –
including:
Australian Dollars

AUD

US Dollars

USD

Great British Pounds

GBP

Euros

EUR

SERVICE ONE NAMED
BEST VALUE FIXED
RATE HOME LOAN
LENDER

New Zealand Dollars

NZD

Singapore Dollars

SGD

Hong Kong Dollars

HKD

Canadian Dollars

CAD

The industry accolades for
SERVICE ONE continue as Canstar
announced us as the Best Value
Fixed Rate Home Loan Lender in `
the customer owned category for
2013. Canstar is an independent
research firm and their
methodology for determining
these awards looks at price
competitiveness (interest rate and
associated fees) as well as product
features and benefits.

Japanese Yen

JPY

Thai Baht

THB

The Batemans Bay Branch was relocated to Orient Street – one of
the Bay’s most prominent locations.
On 31 January 2014 , The Canberra Hospital Branch will close.
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THAI BAHT 10TH CURRENCY
AVAILABLE ON CASH PASSPORT

ACCOUNT CHANGES
The Pension Deeming Account is now known as the
Senior Saver Account. Account features and access
options remain flexible and the account currently
pays higher interest than an everyday transaction
account, however interest rates are not linked to
government deeming interest rates.

STAFF MILESTONES
10 YEARS
Kashif
I have held several roles over
my ten years at SERVICE ONE,
including Finance Officer,
Operations Manager, Finance
and Operations Manager to
my current role of Financial
Controller.
I value SERVICE ONE as an employer for the diversity,
challenges, opportunities and experience I am
provided with. I think we have a team of amazing
staff and knowing my actions can have a positive
impact on the financial wellbeing of our Members
is very rewarding.
Outside of work, a group of friends and I collect
funds to help disaster stricken countries – the most
recent examples being the floods in Pakistan and
typhoon in the Philippines.

5 YEARS
Eleanor
I began working in the retail
area of our business at the
Tumut Branch as Manager
and then moved into the
Segment Manager role looking
after the regional Branches.
An opportunity was then
made available to become
a Business Development Manager with an emphasis
on lending and this role continues today. It is all
about promoting our business to new Members and
to encourage existing Members to fully utilise all of
the products and services we have available.

I enjoy the variety of work in my role and consider the
training provided at SERVICE ONE to be of the highest
standard. Our Members in Tumut enjoy visiting our
Branch to interact with the friendly staff and this
provides a very enjoyable daily work experience.
Outside of work I had been volunteering for the Festival
of the Falling Leaf Committee up until recently and
working as a community advocate for our local hospital.

Scott
In the five years I have been with
SERVICE ONE I have had a vast
number of roles. I was initially
employed for the launch of the
Gungahlin store as the Manager.
From there I moved to the
Queanbeyan Branch Manager role.
Whilst in this role I was seconded to
assist our lending department and spent approximately six
months there.
I then moved to a Segment Manager role and
subsequently took on the Manager – Member Services
role that saw me look after the Telephone Response
Centre and assist with the operational needs of the
Retail Branch network.
I have recently taken over the Training and Development
function which now gives me the opportunity to work
with the management team and develop and deliver
training programs that suit SERVICE ONE, our Branch
network and other departments
I appreciate the fact I can develop professionally at
SERVICE ONE and the company recognises you for the
work you put in – most recently, I was fortunate enough
to attend the Customer Owned Banking Association’s
conference as part of the Emerging Leaders’ Program.
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INSURING
AGAINST THE
UNEXPECTED
Many Australian families are leaving
themselves exposed to financial hardship
by not correctly calculating the total
rebuild and contents replacement cost
for their homes in the event of damage
or a complete loss.
As building costs continue to rise and you accumulate
more furniture, clothing and other household goods,
your insurance policy cover can easily drop below the
total replacement costs of your home and contents.
This is known as underinsurance.
Underinsurance may not be an issue if you only need
to replace a stolen computer, but it could be a huge
issue if you need to rebuild your home from the
ground up and replace all of the contents after a
disaster like a flood or fire.

Those most at risk of underinsurance
99 Have you reviewed your policy or updated your cover in the
past year?
99 Have you recently renovated or extended your home?
99 Have you recently made any significant purchases – maybe
a pool or deck?
99 Do you live in an area where building costs are on the rise?
If any of the above relates to you then you could be running the
risk of being underinsured and it may pay to review your cover.

Minimising the risk of being underinsured
There are several things you can consider doing to minimise your
risk of being underinsured:
99 Do a room-by-room inventory of all of your belongings and
calculate how much it would cost to replace existing contents
with brand new items. SERVICE ONE’s insurance inspector is an
online interactive tool that can help with this process and is
available through our website.
99 Check the cost of rebuilding the property with a builder
or a professional valuer, taking into consideration all costs
including demolition, debris removal and architectural,
engineering and council costs associated with rebuilding.
99 Make sure you understand what your insurance policy
covers you for by reviewing the associated Product Disclosure
Statement carefully.

Flood cover the new norm for home and contents
insurance
Following the devastating Queensland floods in 2011, the
insurance industry has been working with government
authorities to not only determine a clear definition of the
meaning of flood for insurance purposes, but also to provide
cover options in the event of a flood. By early 2014, most
major insurers will have flood cover as part of their insurance
products and options, including SERVICE ONE’s MemberCare
insurance solution.

SERVICE ONE’s insurance inspector can help you complete
a room-by-room inventory of your home contents and can
be accessed by visiting our website at somb.com.au.
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FIND-A-WORD
We’ve picked some key words from this edition of SERVICE ONE to ONE – can you find them?
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SURVEY
PRIVACY

ANNUITY
CANSTAR

LIFELINE
PINWISE

Note: words can run on a diagonal and reverse diagonal.

DIVERSIFICATION
UNDERINSURANCE
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Contact us
Phone
1300 361 761

Fax
(02) 6215 7171

Email
members@somb.com.au

Website and mobile
somb.com.au

Visit us
Branches throughout the ACT and surrounding NSW.
Visit somb.com.au/locate or phone 1300 361 761 for details.
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While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this magazine,
SERVICE ONE takes no responsibility for any errors or omissions. Content in articles is intended for guidance
only and does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. We recommend that you seek
independent advice before making any decisions based on this material. Fees and charges may apply to products
and services referred to in this magazine and you should refer to SERVICE ONE’s Schedule of Fees and Charges for
details and consider any associated terms and conditions.

